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AV Shelf for Dual Pole Carts 
and Stands

Model:  PSD-SHLF Weight Capacity:  25 lb / 11.3  kg.

The PSD-SHLF is a shelf accessory designed to work with PSD-HDCA adapter so that 
it can easily install onto dual pole carts and stands. The shelf is designed out of sturdy 
steel construction, making it extremely durable and yet still very easy to install and adjust 
along any length of a dual pole cart or stand. When used with the PSD-HDCA, the  
PSD-SHLF can be mounted directly to the dual poles without the need to remove the 
display.

Features
Designed for compatibility with 

PSD-HDCA Dual Pole Adapter to 
install anywhere onto dual pole carts 
and stands, without the need to 
remove the display

Sturdy steel construction

Provides extra storage space for 
AV equipment

Designed to provide extra 
storage space for AV 
equipment

Mates with the PSD-HDCA to 
be mounted to dual pole carts 
and stands without the need 
to remove the display

Sturdy steel construction 
makes the shelf durable yet 
easy to install and adjust 
anywhere along the poles
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Visit mounts.com to see the complete line of AV solutions from Premier Mounts, including flat-panel mounts, projector mounts, carts/stands, and a full assortment of accessories.
© 2015 Premier Mounts. All rights reserved. 
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Weight
9 lb.| 4.1 kg

Color
Black

Total Weight Capacity
25 lb. | 11.4 kg

Width x Height x Depth
19.75 x 16.97 x 2.61 in.  |  502 x 431 x 66 mm

Warranty
Lifetime

Width x Height x Depth
21.75 x 17.75 x 2.63 in.  |  552 x 451 x 67 mm

Contents
Shelf (x1), Universal Hardware Pack (x1)

Heavy Duty Clamp Adapter  

and Flat Panel Mount

PSD-HDCA

Elliptical Floor Stand with  

60 in.  Black Poles

PSD-EB60B

Mobile Resting Cart with  

60" Chrome Poles

PSD-BW
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